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1. We shall explain the background of our study.
Let B be the W*-algebra of all bounded operators on a Hilbert
space H, then a-weakly continuous linear functionals on B are identified with operators of trace class u in H as follows: (a)--Tr(ua)
(a B). Self-adjoint (resp. positive)operators u of trace class correspond
exactly to a-weakly continuous self-adjoint (resp. positive) linear funcand the trace-norm u I1- Tr ((u’u) /) of u is equal to the
tionals
norm I]@]i of corresponding functionals. If u is self-adjoint, it can
be written under u-v-w, where v and w are its positive and negative parts, and Iiull-llvll+liwii. Besides, if we have u--v’--w’,
where v’, w’0 and u !1-I! v’ il+ I! w’ I1, then we can easily show that
v--v’ and w-w’. Namely: A a-weakly continuous self-adjoint functional
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On the other hand, we know a stronger fact in B as follows: Let
t be an operator of trace class, t=v]t (itl-(t*t) /) its polar decomposition, then [I t I]= Ii It] I1 and v is a partially isometric operator ( B)
having the range projection of tl as the initial projection. Now we
consider the functional t, and denote t(xY)-- t(X)and t(YX)-for x, y e B, then since (xy)-- Tr(txy)- Tr(ytx), the above fact implies:
t- llt,, ]it ll-liltl and is a partially isometric operator having
the support S(ltl) of 11 as the initial projection, where for 0,
S()-I--sup e [e, projections such that (e)=0.
Moreover we can easily show that such decomposition is unique,
and call this decomposition the polar decomposition of functionals.
Our purpose of this note is to show that the polar decomposition
of functionals is also valid in general W*-algebras.
2. We shall state
Theorem 1. Suppose a W*-algebra M realized as a W*-subalgebra
of the algebra B on a Hilbert space H, then a a-weakly continuous
linear functional 4 on M is the restriction of a a-weakly continuous
linear functional of the same norm on B.
Proof. It is enough to suppose I111-1. Let S be the unit sphere
of M and F-- {a i(a) l- 1, a e S}, then F is a non-void, convex, a-
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weakly compact set by the a-weak compactness of S. Let a be an
extreme point of F, then a is also extreme in S; put u--(a)a, then
u is extreme in S and (u)-l. By a theorem of Kadison [2, an
extreme point u is a partially isometric operator such that
(I--uu*)M(I--u*u)--(O). Therefore by the theorem of comparability,
there isa central projection z of M such that I--uu*
and I--u*uI--z;
hence uu*=I--z and u*uz, so that u(I--z)u*(I--z)-I--z and
u*zuz=z. Since (x)-(xz)+(x(I-z)), if it is shown that the restricand
of on Mz and M(I--z) are extendable to functionals
tions
of same norm on zBz and (I--z)B(I--z) respectively, is extendable to a
functional of same norm on zBz+(I--z)B(I--z); then, define (x)-O
on (I--z)Bz+zB(I--z),
is extendable to a functional of same norm
on B. Since (uz)-llll and so UZ(I)-IIIi and iiU@Ii
l[ullllll-llll, where l[’il is the uniform norm of an operator, by
the well-known theorem UZ is positive; hence by the result of
Dixmier [1_ UZ is extendable to a positive normal functional
of same norm on zBz. Then
Z U (x)=$(xzu*)- UZ(xzu*) (xzu*uz)-(xz)-(x) for
xMz; hence Z U*$ satisfies our demand. Analogously (I--Z)U is
positive and so it is extendable to a positive normal functional
of
same norm on (I--z)B(I--z).
Then
u*
z)u*z)
z)u * x)
z)
----(u(I--z)(I--z)u*x)--.(x) for x s M(I--z);
hence U*(I--Z)$ satisfies our demand, this completes the proof.
Theorem 2. Let M be a W*-algebra and a a-weakly continuous
linear functional on M, then it can be written under
where
is a positive normal functional, [lll-ll[! and
is a partially
isometric operator of M having the support S() of as the initial
projection, where S(F)-I--sup e [e, projection of M such that (e)--O.
Moreover, such decomposition is unique.
We shall call the above the absolute value of
and denote it
by [[ [cf. 4.
Proof. It is enough to suppose ]][[--1. Let u be a partially
isometric operator of M such that (u)--l, then
is positive.
Moreover, since uu*u-u, (u)-(uu*u)-(uu*)-l. Therefore
uu*S(U). Put w-u*S(U), then w*w--S(U); hence w is a
partially isometric operator having S(U) as the initial projection.
Moreover U(x)= U(xS(U))-(xS(U)u)-(xw*)- W*(x) for
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all x M; hence U--- W*.
Now we show
Lemma. Le$ p and q be projections such $ha$ p--ww* and q--w’w,
hen (x)-(xp) and (x)-(qx) for all x M.
Proof. We can suppose M realized as a W*-subalgebra of B on
a Hilbert space H. By Theorem 1,
is the restriction of a a-weakly
continuous linear functional
of same norm on B. Then
(w*)=(w*)--I and w’p--w*, qw*--w*.
Therefore, put (x)--Tr(tx) (t: operator of trace class), then
sup

I(x)

sup

[Tr(txp)[

sup

ITr(ptx) l--ilpt[l--Tr((t*pt) /)

:t-I1
On the other hand, t*ptt*t, so that (t*pt)/(t*t)’/ cf. 4; hence
by the above equality (t*pt)/-(t*t)/, t*pt-t*t and (I--p)t-O.
Therefore (x(I--p))-- Tr(tx(I--p))- Tr((I--p)tx)--O; hence P(x)-(xp)
for all x M.
Analogously
sup [(x)[-sup [Tr(tqx)l-Iltql]-[Iqt*]l-Tr((tqt*)/)-I

I! e I! -il I1 hence tqt*-tt* and so (I--q)t*-O, t(I--q)-O. Therefore ((I--q)x)
=Tr(t(I--q)x)-O; hence (x)--(qx) for all x e M.
This completes the proof.
By the above lemma,
(x)-(xp)-(xww*)- W(W*)(x) for all x s M;
hence W(W*)-. Taking W* as and W as V, the decomposition
V-W(W*) satisfies the first part of Theorem.
Next we shall show the unicity. Suppose that can be written
’’, where ’:>0, [[!1--1]’[[ and is a partially isometric
under
operator of M having S(’) as the initial projection. Since (v*)
=(v’*)-l, is zero on (I--v*v)M and (I--v’*v’)M by the same reason
with Lemma; since (I--v*v)M+(I--v’*v’)M is a right ideal, its closure
E is also a right ideal; hence by the well-known theorem of W*-algebras
there is a projection e of M such that E=eM. Assume that I--v’v< e,
then v*vI--e. Then, we have

=

-

’

1--(v*)=((I--e)v*)-- Vg((I--e)v*)-9((I--e)v*v)--(I--e).
This contradicts that v*v is the support of ; hence I--e--v*v and
analogously I--e-v’*v’; hence the final projection of v’* is S(), so that
S()v’*-v’*. On the other hand, by the same reason with Lemma
is zero on M(I--vv*)and M(I-v’v’*); hence its closure E’ is a left
ideal and so there is a projection e’ of M such that E’--Me’. Assume
that I--vv*<e’, then vv*>I--e’ and moreover
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(v*)--(v*(I--e’))-- (v*(I--e’))--(v*(I--e’)v)-- 1.
On the other hand, since I--e’<vv*, v*(I-e’)v<v*v---S(), this is
a contradiction; hence e’-I--vv* and analogouly e’--I--v’v’*, so that
vv* v’v’*. Then
Since S()v’*vS()--v’*v-a+ib (a, b self-adjoint), then aS(); hence
by the above equality a--S(); therefore by [iv’*vlll, b=O, so that

v’*v--S(). Therefore v’v’*v-vv*v--v--v’S()--v’v*v--v’v’*v’=v’.
Therefore

V(x)-(xv)=(xv’)= V’’(x)-’(xv’) for all x e M.
Hence
(yv’*v’)--(y)--ff’(yv’*v’)--’(y) for y0 and y S()MS().
Since and ff’ have the same support S(), the above equality implies

--.

This eompletes the proof.
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